In this paper we consider a challenging problem of learning discriminative vector representations for event sequences generated by real-world users. Vector representations map behavioral client raw data to the low-dimensional fixed-length vectors in the latent space. We propose a novel method of learning those vector embeddings based on metric learning approach. We propose a strategy of raw data subsequences generation to apply a metric learning approach in a fully self-supervised way.
INTRODUCTION
We address the problem of learning representations for event sequences generated by real-world users which we call lifestream data or lifestreams. Event sequence data is produced in many business applications, some examples being credit card transactions and click-stream data of internet site visits, and the event sequence analysis is a very common machine learning problem [14] , [33] , [40] , [2] . Lifestream is an event sequence that is attributed to a person and captures his/her regular and routine actions of certain type, e.g., transactions, search queries, phone calls and messages. * D. Babaev N. Ovsov and I. Kireev contributed equally to this work. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Conference'17, July 2017, Washington, DC, USA © 2020 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 https://doi.org /10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn In this paper, we present a novel Metric Learning for Event Sequences (MeLES) method for learning low-dimensional representations of event sequences, which copes with specific properties of lifestreams such as their discrete nature. In a broad sense, MeLES method adopts metric learning techniques [36] , [8] . Metric learning is often used in a supervised manner for mapping high-dimensional objects to a low-dimensional embedding space. The aim of metric learning is to represent semantically similar objects (images, video, audio, etc.) closer to each other, while dissimilar ones further. Most metric learning methods are used in such applications as speech recognition [31] , computer vision [23] , [17] and text analysis [21] . In these domains, metric learning is successfully applied in a supervised manner to datasets, where pairs of highdimensional instances are labeled as the same object or different ones. Unlike all the previous metric learning methods, MeLES is fully self-supervised and does not require any labels. It is based on the observation that lifestream data obeys periodicity and repeatability of events in a sequence. Therefore, one can consider some convenient sub-sequences of the same lifestream as auxiliary high-dimensional representations of the same person. The idea of MeLES is that low-dimensional embeddings of such sub-sequences should be closer to each other.
Self-supervised learning approach allows us to train rich models using the internal structure of large unlabelled or partially labeled training datasets. Self-supervised learning have demonstrated effectiveness in different machine learning domains, such as Natural Language Processing (e. g. ELMO [20] , BERT [5] ) and computer vision [6] .
MeLES model trained in self-supervised manner can be used in two ways. Representations, produced by the model can be directly used as a fixed vector of features in some supervised downstream task (e. g. classification task) similarly to [18] . Alternatively, trained model can be fine-tuned [5] for the specific downstream task.
We conducted experiments on two public bank transaction datasets and evaluated performance of the method on downstream classification tasks. When MeLES representations is directly used as features the method achieve strong performance comparable to the baseline methods. The fine-tuned representations achieve state-of-the-art performance on downsteam classification tasks, outperforming several other supervised methods and methods with unsupervised pre-training by a significant margin.
Moreover, we show superiority of MeLES embeddings over supervised approach applied to partially labeled raw data due to insufficient amount of the target to learn a sufficiently complex model from scratch.
Embedding generation is a one-way transformation, hence it is impossible to restore exact event sequence from its representation. Therefore, the usage of embeddings leads to better privacy and data security for the end users than when working directly with the raw event data, and all this is achieved without sacrificing valuable modelling power.
In this paper, we make the following contributions. We (1) adopted the ideas of metric learning to the analysis of the lifestream data in a novel, self-supervised, manner; (2) proposed a specific method, called Metric Learning for Event Sequences (MeLES), to accomplish this task; (3) demonstrated that the proposed MeLES method significantly outperforms other baselines for both the supervised and the semi-supervised learning scenarios on lifestream data.
RELATED WORK
The metric learning approach, which underlies our MeLES method, has been widely used in different domains, including computer vision, NLP and audio domains. In particular, metric learning approach for face recognition was initially proposed in [4] , where contrastive loss function was used to learn a mapping of the input data to a low-dimensional manifold using some prior knowledge of neighborhood relationships between training samples or manual labeling. Further, in [23] , authors introduced FaceNet, a method which learns a mapping from face images to 128-dimensional embeddings using a triplet loss function based on large margin nearest neighbor classification (LMNN) [32] . In FaceNet, authors also introduced online triplet selection and hard-positive and hard-negative mining technique for training procedure.
Also, metric learning has been used for the speaker verification task [31] , where the contrast loss is defined as embedding of each utterance being similar to the centroid of all that speaker's embeddings (positive pair) and far from other speaker's centroids with the highest similarity among all false speakers (hard negative pair).
Finally, in [21] , authors proposed a fine-tuned BERT model [5] that use metric learning in the form of siamese and triplet networks to train sentence embeddings for semantic textual similarity tasks using semantic proximity annotation of sentence pairs.
Although metric learning was used in all these domains, it has not been applied to the analysis of the lifestream problems involving transactional, click-stream and other types of lifestream data, which is the focus of this paper.
Importantly, previous literature applied metric learning to their domains in a supervised manner, while our MeLES method adopts the ideas of metric learning in a novel fully self-supervised manner to the event sequence domain.
The another idea of applying self-supervised learning to sequential data has been previously proposed in Contrastive Predictive Coding (CPC) method [28] , where meaningful representations are extracted by predicting future in the latent space by using autoregressive methods. CPC representations demonstrated strong performance on four distinct domains: audio, computer vision, natural language and reinforcement learning.
In computer vision domain, there are many other different approaches to self-supervised learning that are nicely summarized in [11] . There are several ways to define a self-supervision task (pretext task) for an image. One option is to somehow change an image and then try to restore the original image. The examples of this approach are super-resolution, image colorization and corrupted image restoration. Another option is to predict context information from the local features e. g. predict the place of image patch on the image with several missing patches.
Note that almost every self-supervised learning approach can be reused for the representation learning in the form of embeddings. There are several examples of using a single set of embeddings for several downstream tasks [25] , [38] .
One of the common approaches to learn self-supervised representations is either traditional autoencoder ( [22] ) or variational autoencoder ( [13] ). It is widely used for images, text and audio or aggregated lifestream data ( [16] ). Although autoencoders has been successfully used in several domains listed above, they has not been applied to the raw lifestream data in the form of event sequences, mainly due to the challenges of defining distances between the input and the reconstructed input sequences.
In the next section, we describe how the ideas of metric learning are applied to the event sequences in a self-supervised manner.
THE METHOD 3.1 Lifestream data
We designed the method specially for the lifestream data. Lifestream data consists of discrete events per person in continuous time, for example, behavior on websites, credit card transactions, etc.
Considering credit card transactions, each transaction have a set of attributes, either categorical or numerical including the timestamp of the transaction. An example of the sequence of three transactions with their attributes is presented in the Table 1 . Merchant type field represents the category of a merchant, such as "airline", "hotel", "restaurant", etc. Merchant Type Restaurant Transportation
Household Appliance
Another example of lifestream data is click-stream: the log of internet pages visits. The example of a click-stream log of a single user is presented in Table 2 . 
General framework
The overview of the method is presented at Figure 1 . Given a sequence of discrete events {x t } T t =1 in a given observation interval [1, T] the ultimate goal is to obtain a sequence embedding c t for the timestamp T in the latent space R d . To train the encoder to generate meaningful embedding c t from {x t } T t =1 we apply a metric learning approach such that the distance between embeddings of the same person is small, whereas embeddings of the different persons (negative pairs) is large.
One of the difficulties with applying metric learning approach to the lifestream data is that the notion of semantic similarity as well as dissimilarity requires underlying domain knowledge and human labor-intensive labeling process to constrain positive and negative examples. The key property of the lifestream data domain is periodicity and repeatability of the events in the sequence which allows us to reformulate the metric learning task in a self-supervised manner. MeLES learns low-dimensional embeddings from person sequential data, sampling positive pairs as sub-sequences of the same person sequence and negative pairs as sub-sequences from different person sequences. See section 3.6 for details of the positive pairs generation.
Embedding c t is generated by encoder neural network which is described in section 3.3. Metric learning losses are described in section 3.4. Positive pairs generation strategies are described in section 3.6. Negative pairs sampling strategies are described in section 3.5.
Sequence embedding c t obtained by the metric learning approach is then used in various donwstream machine learning tasks as a feature vector. Also, a possible way to improve the downstream task performance is to feed a pre-trained embedding c t (e. g. the last layer of RNN) to a task-specific classification subnetwork and then jointly fine-tune the model parameters of the encoder and classifier subnetworks.
Encoder architecture
To embed a sequence of events to the fixed-size vector c t ∈ R d we use approach similar to the E.T.-RNN card transaction encoder proposed in [1] . The whole encoder network consists of two conceptual parts: the event encoder and the sequence encoder subnetworks.
The event encoder e takes the set of attributes of a single event x t and outputs its representation in the latent space Z ∈ R m : z t = e(x t ). The sequence encoder s takes latent representations of the sequence of events: z 1:T = z 1 , z 2 , · · · z T and outputs the representation of the whole sequence c t in the time-step t: c t = s(z 1:t ).
The event encoder consists of the several embedding layers and batch normalization [10] layer. Each embedding layer is used to encode each categorical attribute of the event. Batch normalization is applied to numerical attributes of the event. Finally, outputs of every embedding layer and batch normalization layer are concatenated to produce the latent representation z t of the single event.
The sequence of latent representations of event representations z 1:t is passed to sequence encoder s to obtain a fixed-size vector c t . Several approaches can be used to encode a sequence. One possible approach is to use the recurrent network (RNN) as in [26] . The other approach is to use the encoder part of the Transformer architecture presented in [29] . In both cases the output produced for the last event can be used to represent the whole sequence of events. In case of RNN the last output h t is a representation of the sequence.
Encoder, based on RNN-type architecture like GRU [3] , allows to calculate embedding c t +k by updating embedding c t instead of calculating embedding c t +k from the whole sequence of past events z 1:t : c k = rnn(c t , z t +1:k ). This option allows to reduce inference time to update already existing person embeddings with new events, occurred after the calculation of embeddings. This is possible due to the recurrent nature of RNN-like networks.
Metric learning losses
Metric learning loss discriminates embeddings in a way that embeddings from same class are moved closer together and embeddings from the different class are moved further. Several metric learning losses have been considered -contrastive loss [8] , binomial deviance loss [37] , triplet loss [9] , histogram loss [27] and margin loss [34] . All of this losses address the following challenge of the metric learning approach: using all pairs of samples is inefficient, for example, some of the negative pairs are already distant enough thus this pairs are not valuable for the training ( [24] , [34] , [23] ).
In the next paragraphs we will consider two kinds of losses, which are conceptually simple, and yet demonstrated strong performance on validation set in our experiments (see Table 5 ), namely contrastive loss and margin loss.
Contrastive loss has a contrastive term for the negative pair of embeddings which penalizes the model only if the negative pair is not distant enough and the distance between embeddings is less than a margin m:
where P is the count of all pairs in a batch, D i W -is a distance function between a i-th labeled sample pair of embeddings X 1 and X 2 , Y is a binary label assigned to a pair: Y = 0 means a similar pair, Y = 1 means dissimilar pair, m > 0 is a margin. As proposed in [8] we use euclidean distance as the distance function:
Margin loss is similar to the contrastive loss, the main difference is that there is no penalty for positive pairs which are closer than threshold in a margin loss.
where P is the count of all pairs in a batch, D i W -is a distance function between a i-th labeled sample pair of embeddings X 1 and X 2 , Y is a binary label assigned to a pair: Y = 0 means a similar pair, Y = 1 means dissimilar pair, m > 0 and b > 0 define the bounds of a margin.
Negative sampling
Negative sampling is another way to address the issue that some of the negative pairs are already distant enough thus this pairs are not valuable for the training ( [24] , [34] , [23] ). Hence, only part of possible negative pairs are considered during loss calculation. Note, that only current batch samples are considered. There are several possible strategies of selecting most relevant negative pairs. In order to select negative samples, we need to compute pair-wise distance between all possible pairs of embedding vectors of a batch. For the purpose of making this procedure more computationally effective we perform normalization of the embedding vectors, i.e. project them on a hyper-sphere of unit radius. Since D(A, B) =
and ||A|| = ||B|| = 1, to compute the the euclidean distance we only need to compute: 2 − 2(A · B).
To compute the dot product between all pairs in a batch we just need to multiply the matrix of all embedding vectors of a batch by itself transposed, which is a highly optimized computational procedure in most modern deep learning frameworks. Hence, the computational complexity of the negative pair selection is O(n 2 h) where h is the size of the output embeddings and n is the size of the batch.
Positive pairs generation
The following procedure is used to create a batch during MeLES training. N initial sequences are taken for batch generation. Then, K sub-sequences are produced for each initial sequence.
Pairs of sub-sequences produced from the same sequence are considered as positive samples and pairs from different sequences are considered as negative samples. Hence, after positive pair generation each batch contains N × K sub-sequences used as training samples. There are K − 1 positive pairs and (N − 1) × K negative pairs per sample in batch.
There are several possible strategies of sub-sequence generation. The simplest strategy is the random sampling without replacement. Another strategy is to produce a sub-sequence from random splitting sequence to several sub-sequences without intersection between them (see Algorithm 1). The third option is to use randomly selected slices of events with possible intersection between slices (see Algorithm 2).
Note, that the order of events in generated sub-sequences is always preserved.
Algorithm 1: Disjointed sub-sequences generation strategy
hyperparameters: k -amount of sub-sequences to be produced. input: A sequence S of length l. output: S 1 , ..., S k -sub-sequences from S.
Generate vector inds of length l with random integers from [1,k] .
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Datasets
In our research we used several publicly available datasets of bank transactions.
Algorithm 2: Random slices sub-sample generation strategy
hyperparameters: m, M -minimal and maximal possible length of sub-sequence. k -amount of sub-sequences to be produced. input: A sequence S of length l. output: S 1 , ..., S k -sub-sequences from S.
(1) Age group prediction competition 1 -the task is to predict the age group of a person within 4 classes target and accuracy is used as a performance metric. 
Experiment setup
For each dataset, we set apart 10% persons from the labeled part of data as the test set that we used for comparing different models. If we do not explicitly mention alternative, in our experiments we use contrastive loss and random slices pair generation strategy.
For all methods random search on 5-fold cross-validation over the train set is used for hyper-parameter selection. The hyperparameters with the best out-of-fold performance on train set is then chosen.
The final set of hyper-parameters used for MeLES is shown in the Table3. 
Baselines.
We compare our MeLES method with the following two baselines. First, we consider the Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) method [7] on hand-crafted features. GBM can be considered as a strong baseline in cases of tabular data with heterogeneous features. In particular, GBM-based approaches achieve state-of-the-art results in a variety of practical tasks including web search, weather forecasting, fraud detection, and many others [19, 30, 35, 39] .
Second, we apply recently proposed Contrastive Predictive Coding (CPC) [28] , a self-supervised learning method, which has shown an excellent performance for sequential data of such traditional domains as audio, computer vision, natural language, and reinforcement learning.
GBM based model requires a large number of hand-crafted aggregate features produced from the raw transactional data. An example of an aggregate feature would be an average spending amount in some category of merchants, such as hotels of the entire transaction history. We used LightGBM [12] implementation of GBM algorithm with nearly 1k hand-crafted features for the application. Please see the companion code for the details of producing hand-crafted features.
In addition to the mentioned baselines we compare our method with supervised learning approach where the encoder sub-network and with classification sub-network are jointly trained on the downstream task target. Note, that no pre-training is used in this case.
Design choices.
In the Table4, Table5, Table6 and Table7 we present the results of experiments on different design choices of our method.
As shown in Table4, different choices of encoder architectures show comparable performance on the downstream tasks.
It is interesting to observe that even contrastive loss that can be considered as the basic variant of metric learning loss allows to get strong results on the downstream tasks (see Table 5 ). Our hypothesis is that an increase in the model performance on metric learning task does not always lead to an increase in performance on downstream tasks.
Also observe that hard negative mining leads to significant increase in quality on downstream tasks in comparison to random negative sampling (see Table7).
Another observation is that a more complex sub-sequence generation strategy (e. g. random slices) shows slightly lower performance on the downstream tasks in comparison to the random sampling of events (see Table6). Figure 2 shows that the quality on downstream task increases with the dimensionality of embedding. The best quality is achieved 0.620 ± 0.003 0.867 ± 0.003 at size 800. Further increase in the dimensionality of embedding reduces quality. The results can be interpreted as bias-variance trade-off. When embedding dimensionality is too small, too much information can be discarded (high bias). On the other hand, when embedding dimensionality is too large, too much noise is added (high variance). At Figure 3 we see a similar dependency. We can find a plateau between 256 and 2048, when quality on downstream tasks does not increase. The final embedding size used in the other experiments is 256.
Note, that increasing embedding size will also linearly increase the training time and the volume of consumed memory on the GPU.
Embedding visualization.
In order to visualize MeLES embeddings in 2-dimensional space, we applied tSNE transformation [15] on them. tSNE transforms high-dimensional space to low-dimensional based on local relationships between points, so neighbour vectors in high-dimensional embedding space are pushed to be close in 2-dimensional space. We colorized 2-dimensional vectors using the target values of the datasets.
Note, that embeddings was learned in a fully self-supervised way from raw user transactions without any target information. Sequence of transactions represent user' behavior, thus the MeLES model captures behavioral patterns and outputs embeddings of users with similar patterns nearby. tSNE vectors from the age prediction dataset are presented in the Figure 4 . We can observe 4 clusters: clusters for group '1' and '2' are on the opposite side of the cloud, clusters for groups '2' and '3' are in the middle. Table 8 our method generates sequence embeddings of lifestream data that achieve strong performance, comparable to performance on manually crafted Figure 4 : 2D tSNE mapping of MeLES embeddings trained on age prediction task dataset, colored by age group labels features when used on downstream tasks. Moreover fine-tuned representations obtained by our method achieve state-of-the-art performance on both bank transactions datasets, outperforming all previous learning methods by a significant margin. Furthermore note that the usage of sequence embedding together with hand-crafted aggregate features leads to better performance than usage of only hand-crafted features or sequence embeddings, i.e. it is possible to combine different approaches to get even better model.
Results

Comparison with baselines. As shown in
Semi-supervised setup.
To evaluate our method in condition of a restricted amount of labeled data we use only part of available target labels for the semi-supervised experiment. As well as in the supervised setup we compare proposed method with ligthGBM over hand-crafted features and Contrastive Predictive Coding (see Section 4.2.2). For both embedding generation methods (MeLES and CPC) we evaluate both performance of the lightGBM on embeddings and performance of fine-tuned models. In addition to this baselines we compare our method with supervised learning on the available part of the data.
In figures 5 and 6 we compare the quality of hand-crafted features and embeddings by learning the lightGBM on top of them. Moreover, in figures 7 and 8 one can find comparison of a single models trained on downstream tasks considered in the paper. As you can see in figures, if labeled data is limited, MeLES significantly outperforms supervised and other approaches. Also MeLES consistently outperforms CPC for different volumes of labeled data.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we adopted the ideas of metric learning to the analysis of the lifestream data in a novel, self-supervised, manner. As a part of this proposal, we developed the Metric Learning for Event Sequences (MeLES) method that is based on self-supervised learning.
In particular, the MeLES method can be used to produce embeddings of complex event sequences that can be effectively used in various downstream tasks. Also, our method can be used for pre-training in semi-supervised settings.
We also empirically demonstrate that our approach achieves strong performance results on several downstream tasks by significantly (see Section 4.3) outperforming both classical machine learning baselines on hand-crafted features and neural network based approaches. In the semi-supervised setting, where the number of labelled data is limited, our method demonstrates even stronger results: it outperforms supervised methods by significant margins.
The proposed method of generating embeddings is convenient for production usage since almost no pre-processing is needed for complex event streams to get their compact embeddings. The precalculated embeddings can be easily used for different downstream tasks without performing complex and time-consuming computations on the raw event data. For some encoder architectures, such as those presented in Section 3.3, it is even possible to incrementally update the already calculated embeddings when additional new lifestream data arrives. Another advantage of using event sequence based embeddings, instead of the raw explicit event data, is that it is impossible to restore the exact input sequence from its embeddings. Therefore, the usage of embeddings leads to better privacy and data security for the end users than when working directly with the raw event data, and all this is achieved without sacrificing valuable information for downstream tasks.
